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The Ontogeny of Behavior
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Ethology
ETHOLOGY ORIGINATED with Konrad Lorenz's work in the
1930s, but did not have widespread impact until the early
1950s, and then mainly through the writings of N. Tinbergen, a student and collaborator of Lorenz's. In Tinbergen's The Study of Instinct (1951), ethology was revealed
as a new, widely ranging theory of behavior, the cornerstone of which was the assertion, forcefully supported with
evidence, that much of an animal's behavior is instinctive,
innate, inherited. That proposition was in marked opposition to the then-prevalent view among American animal
psychologists that most, if not all, adaptive behavior was
acquired through conditioning. This difference led to a
renewal of the hoary controversy of nature versus nurture.
Much of that controversy seems to have been based on
semantic misunderstandings (Lehrman, 1970); therefore a
review is unnecessary. It must be emphasized, however, that
the original ethological standpoint on the issue has undergone considera ble modification and differentiation since
The Study oJ Instinct was published, as have most other early
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theoretical views of ethology (Hinde, 1966; Marler and
Hamilton, 1966). N onspecialists often seem unaware of this
change, but it is discernible even in the writings of the more
conservative ethologists (Lorenz, 1965; Eibl-Eibesfeldt,
1967). T here now seems to be a smooth cline of opinions,
ranging from the original, extreme, nativistic ethological
theory to the most radical behaviorism (Skinner, 1966). The
present paper reflects an intermediate position, which can
also be characterized, I believe, as highly pragmatic.
It is probably correct to say that ethology is no longer a
theory of be ha vi or so much as an attitude toward the study
of behavior. It may be characterized as firmly biological,
wherein ecology, evolution, genetics, ontogeny, and physiology are applied to the analysis of every class of behavior
in all animal species, including man. In pursuing this broad
approach, ethologists arc not reserved about making use of
whatever methods, facts, and theories they find useful,
whether or not their origin is ethological. In their view,
three fundamental questions can be asked about behavior;
they concern its phylogeny, ontogeny, and physiology, and
although the answers are often interrelated, ethologists have
found them heuristically useful and are most insistent that
the answers to all these questions are of equal importance for
a true understanding of behavior. It is, perhaps, their insistence on this that most clearly sets them apart from other
schools of beha vi oral studies.
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Behavior genetics
The concept of instinct, as originally proposed by ethologists, was complex. Instinctive behavior was considered to
be innate, stereotyped, and species-specific, and a hypothetical, quasi-physiological mechanism was postulated as
responsible for its occurrence. W e now know that these
attributes are independent of one another (Moltz, 1965).
Only the first characteristic concerns us here. Innate has
generally been equated with " inherited, " althou gh there is,
perhaps, a case for distinguishing between them in the sense
of their every-day meaning. Essentially, however, the
question is whether the genetic material is capable of determining at least some patterns of behavior. Evidence that it
is indeed so has accumulated rapidly over the last 10 to 15
years through studies on the genetics of behavioral traits
(Fuller and Thompson, 1960; Hirsch, 1967). All sufficiently
investigated traits have proved to be under some measure of
genetic control. These studies have also highlighted the
complexity of the gene-environment interactions that
determine behavioral characters, to the extent that the
inherited-learned dichotomy now appears irrelevant, as
illustrated by the demonstration of Try on and his followers
that even learning performances of mice are affected by
genetic fac tors .
From a population oflaboratory mice, he chose good and
poor maze learners and bred them separately, selecting
from each successive generation the best and worst learners,
respectively. After some eight generations of selection, the
distribution of maze-performance scores of the two strains
did not overlap, even when they were bred without
further selection, i. e., when they bred true. H ybrids were
intermediate (Tryon, 1942). Maze-learning scores, however, reflect a complex interaction of many behavioral
parameters, such as locomotor activity, sensory capabilities,
and so on, besides learnin g, sel1su stricto, however that mi ght
be defined. Genetic factors may affect any of these. Detailed
studies on the Tryon strains have shown that their bri ghtness and dullness are the result of a number of such interdependent characteristics, some of which can even be
demonstrated in nonlearning situations. It would be
extremely difficult to make a statement of precisely what
behavior is inherited.
Attempts at a genetic analysis have led to the conclusion
that many gene loci are involved in controlling the mazelearning abilities of these strains of mice. Little, therefore,
can be learned about the mode of action of the genes that
give rise to these behavior syndromes (Fuller and Thompson, 1960).
More promising in this respect are studies on the learning
capabilities of various, highly inbred, strains of mice that
originally were bred for purposes other than learning
experiments (Bovet et al., 1969). Using an active-avoidance

paradi gm in a shuttlebox, Bovet and his colleagues obtained
learning curves for individuals of a normal, unselected
breed of mice and of various inbred strains. Whereas the
curves of the former scatter widely, those of the latter show
little interindividual variance, but from strain to strain there
are marked differen ces, some consistently giving rise to
slow learners, others to fast ones, and so on. Clearly, the
genetic homogeneity of the inbred strains and the genetic
differences among them are responsible for the reduced
variance and the differences in learning performance. Again,
these differences may also result from the effect on performance by the genes through behavioral characteristics
other than the learning process proper- for exam pie,
through different sensitivities to shock, differences in locomotion, and the like. T his possibility is partially weakened
by the f1l1ding that the learning performance of the various
strains in the shuttlebox correlates hi ghly with the performances in a maze-learning task.
A more detailed analysis of the learning differences
among some of the strains is of interest. T his involves a
comparison of their performances in sessions of massed
learning trials alternating with extended intersession intervals. The performance improvements within the sessions
were comparable for both a poor and a good learning
strain, but during the intervals the former showed drastic
decrements and the latter showed continuing performance
increments . This suggests, and other similar experiments
support it, that the poor learners are deficient in memory
consolidation although they are normal in terms of shortterm memory. If a postsession convulsive shock was administered to the better-learning mice to prevent consolidation of short-term memory traces, the animals could be
brought to show performances similar to those of the mice
that were poor learners .
These studies suggest that the genetics of learning may
be a powerful tool for investigating the neurophysiology
and biochemi stry of learning, particularly if it proves
possible to develop strains that differ only in terms of genes
that control specifiC components of the learning process.
Beyond doubt, virtually all behavioral characteristics are
under some degree of genetic control, but we know little
about the underlying causal processes, which is, perhaps, not
surprising in view of the as-yet poorly understood mode of
gene action in neurogenesis (Edds, concluding remarks,
this volume). Studies on phenylketonuria go farthest in
analyz ing the biochemical pathways in the genetic determination of a behavioral trait. Patients with this abnormality
have an extremely low intelligence, are tantrum-prone,
and have an abnormally high urinary excretion of phenylpyruvic acid. Genetic analysis of fam ily trees of phenylketonurics, recently facilitated by the possibility of recognizing heterozygotes, makes it virtually certain that phenylketonuria is caused by the homozygous presence of a single
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autosomal recessive gene. It is well establi!>hed that the gene
acts by causing a deficiency of phenylalanine hydroxylase,
thereby blocking the conversion of phenylalanine into
tyrosine, which in turn leads to the utilization of an alternative metabolic pathway, resulting in the excretion of
phenylpyruvic acid. The behavioral effects, however, are
said to be caused by the high level of phenylalanine, w hich
interferes with the hydroxylation of tryptophan, thus
causing the accumulation of abnormal levels of hydroxytryptophan. The further causal sequence is obscure (Hsia,
1967, 1969; Sourkes, 1962) . At any rate, beyond some
tendency for microcephaly, no consistent morphological
correlates of phenylketonuria have as yet been found.
It is interesting to note that a diet lacking phenylalanine
given to phenylketonurics from birth prevents the behavior defects. This indicates the risk of characterizing
phenylketonuria as a purely inherited trait, for under
certain environmental conditions it can fail to develop in
spite of the corresponding gene constitution. Further, it has
been suggested that the diet can be discontinued, once the
neural development phase has terminated, without adversely affecting the patient's behavior. If so, it would be
an example of the general principle that environmental
conditions tend to have profound and irreversible behavioral consequences early in development, although they
may have no, or only transitory, effects on the adult. This
principle is further illustrated by the finding that genetically nonphenylketonurics born of phenylketonuric mothers
are of subnormal intelligence, because in utero they develop
under high levels of phenylalanine, even though they have
normal levels postpartum.
T he studies on the determination of sexual behavior,
which Goy describes in this volume, are a further and striking example of the complex pathways of gene action on
behavior and their interaction with environmental factors.

Early environment
The action of environmental £'lctors on behavioral development is often considered to be of two types: organic and
behavioral (Anastasi, 1958). To the extent that genes
depend on a physicochemical environment to be able to
express' themselves in neural structure and neurobiochemical
dynamics, and that variations of that environment may
modify their expression, we can talk of organic factors. To
the extent that an individual's own behavior and that of the
surrounding population are instrumental in modifying that
individual's behavior on a long-term basis, we can speak of
behavioral factors. In the final analysis, all behavioral factors
must have organic consequences in the above sense; so,
although convenient, this classification (as with many others
in biology) cannot be applied too rigorously. In most instances, environmental influences on behavioral develop-
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ment are, in any case, composite and just too complex to be
encompassed by two adjectives, as some of the following
examples illustrate.
Anoxia, toxins, and drugs affecting a pregnant mother are
all acknowledged risks for the normal behavioral development of the embryo, even when they do not disrupt or only
temporarily disrupt the mother's behavior. Differences in
the intra-uterine position of members of monozygotic
twins often lead to considerable intertwin differences in
beha vioral characteristics, nota bl y in their intelligence, although they are genetically identical (Vandenberg, 1965) .
T he reflexes of newborn babies are also modified by their
previous uterine position. B::tbies born in the normal
presentation, for example, have both a mild leg-extension
reflex when a surface is placed gently against the sole of the
foot and a mild leg-withdrawal reflex to a plantar pinprick.
In babies in a breech delivery, the extension reflex is virtually absent, but the withdrawal reflex is strongly enhanced.
phenomena related to habituation and facilitation are probably at play (Prechtl and Knol, 1958).
Even more subtle differences in uterine environment can
have permanent behavioral consequences. It has oeen
demonstrated that rats subjected to stress early in life will
give birth to young which, when adults, score high in a test
devised to measure emotionality, even if their foster mothers
were normal, in contrast to young born to, and fostered by,
normal females. Probably the effect is due to hormonal
differences between the two types of mothers. In the same
experiment, it was shown that the postnatal environment
provid ed by stressed foster mothers, as compared with
normal foster mothers, does raise the emotionality of young
born to normal mothers (Denenberg and Whim bey, 1963).
Similar differences in adult emotionality can be brought
about by the handling or not handling of baby rats, so it
seems likely that differences in the behavior of stressed and
nonstressed mothers are responsible, although one cannot
exclude the possibility that hormonal factors are transmitted
via the milk. At any rate, the handling experiments show
that behavioral factors can, in some instances, have effects
similar to organic factors (Jo ffe , 1969) . Incidentally, handling of juveniles has been shown to have diverse effects in
different genetic strains of mice. In some strains it leads to
increased emotionality; in others handling decreases it. This
warns against any generalization- across species, sayabout the effect of environmental factors (Ressler, 1966;
King and Eleftheriou, 1959) .
An important type of influence of early environment on
behavioral ontogeny is imprinting, the celebrated contribution of ethologists to the gamut oflearning phenomena. A
number of avian species and, in a less drastic way, some
mammals become durably attached socially to whatever
object they are exposed to w ithin a limited period soon
after birth. The attachment occurs rapidly and in the ab-
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sence of obvious reinforcement. Outside the critical period ,
such attachment cannot easily be obtained. Once established,
social preferences are difficult, if not impossible, to reverse.
T hey last through the parental phase and influence the
choice of sexual partners in later life, although here experience during adolescence may have m odifying effects, at
least in some species. Imprinting research is in a state of
explosive development, and only some of the recent fmdings can be sketched here.
Some experiments indicate that the end of the critical
period within w hich imprinting is possible may be due to a
saturation-like phenomenon. A storage space set aside for
the memorization of the attachment object is filled, during
the imprinting period, with information about a suitable
imprinting obj ect or, if such an obj ect is withheld, with
information about incidental stimuli, such as the walls of
the home cages. After that, the store is refractory to further
information (Bateson, 1966).
It is also clear that imprinting does not surprise the newly
born animal as a tabula rasa. It has been demonstrated
(Gottlieb, 1966) that ducklings have strong preferences for
the parental call of their species, w hich does not depend on
prehatching experience with the call. Although it might
be inviting to label this preference as innate, the vocalizations uttered by the embryos themselves during the few
last days before hatching enhance the preference markedly.
T his cannot be labeled learning, because the preference
enhanced is not toward the call they had experienced, but
toward one they have never heard.
Similarly, a brief first exposure to an imprinting stimulus
does not necessarily bind domestic chicks to it ; in subsequent exposures they can express visual preferences for
other stimuli with which they have had no previous
experience, even though these preferences cannot be
demonstrated before the first exposure. It is as if the first
experience is necessary to awaken these latent preferences
(Kilham et aI. , 1968). Can one call this preference innate if,
in fact, it requires experience before it can become operant?
Or can it be called learned if it refers to stimuli the animals
ha ve not experienced?
In dimorphic species of ducks, i.e. , species in which the
plumage of males and females is different, sexual imprintability is also different. Sexual choices of adult males are
strongly affected by imprinting experiences in early li fe;
those of females are far less so (Schutz, 1965). T his suggests
that perinatal sexual hormone levels gate the imprinting
mechanism differentially. Whatever the mechanism, it
would be clearly unadaptive if females became sexually
imprinted on their (female) mothers. If females have accessible information, necessarily genetically coded, about the
appearance of the males of their species without imprinting,
w hy do the males not have similar information about the
fema les? T he answer, evolutiOl~arily speaking, may lie in

the fact that males are distinctively colored, whereas the
fema les (at least of several duck species) are inconspicuous
and resem ble one another. Much more subtle discriminations are necessary to distinguish them . Correspondingly,
the mechanisms mediating these discriminations must be
more complex; perhaps their specification through genetic
information requires an inordinate amount of genetic space
that cannot be afforded .
T hat early social experience has long-lasting effects on
later social behavior, in ways other than those brought
about through imprinting, has been impressively demonstrated in studies of the behavioral development of rhesus
monkeys. Females raised in isolation with artificial
"mothers" later become poor mothers themselves, as compared with females raised normally. T hey tend not to
suckle or hug their young, but rather to react aggressively
toward them. Other spheres of social behavior, notably
sexual, are similarly disturbed by a lack of early social
experience. Experience with peers, but not necessarily
with parental animals, seems sufficient for a normal behavioral development (Harlow and Harlow, 1965; Mason,
1965).
A normal social environment also provides opportunities
for the transmission of w hat is analogous to cultural traditions. Until the occasion on which a young female monkey
learned by trial and error to wash sweet potatoes before
eating them, all members of the semi-wild, isolated colony
of J apanese macaques to which she belonged always ate
them covered with sand. T he washing habit spread rapidly
to most of the colony members. Observations indicated
that the other juvenile monkeys learned through observation and subsequent imitation. Other populations of the
same monkeys never acquired this potato-washing culture
(Kawai, 1965). Incidentally, at one time it was thought that
o bservationallearning did not take place in animals; it has
now been shown to occur ('tirly regularly in several species
under controlled laboratory conditions (John et aI., 1968).
Song learning in passerine birds, as discussed below, is an
example, and local song traditions or "dialects" are welldocumented phenomena.
T he previous examples illustrate the variety of processes
and phenomena involved in the ontogeny of behavior, but
the development of song in birds provides the bes t evidence
that essentially identical behavioral performances can arise
through quite different ontogenetic processes in different
species (Konishi and N ottebohm, 1969; N ottebohm, 1970).
Individuals of some nonpasserine species-chickens and
doves , for example- can develop their species-typical vocalizations without ever having heard them. Furthermore,
they develop normal adult calls even if they have been
deafened shortly after hatching, that is, before they themselves have uttered any of the adult calls in question. In
these species, then, genetic information specifies directly
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the development of motor mechanisms responsible for the
generation of species-specific vocalizations.
In some passerine species, including chaffinches and whitecrowned sparrows, normal song will develop only if the
young have had the opportunity to hear their species song.
Relatively few exposures to it are sufficient. Note that, while
this information is being stored, the young birds are not yet
capable of uttering the relevant vocalizations; only when
fully grown will they give evidence of having learned. If
these birds are deafened after exposure to the parental song,
but before they have reached the age at which they themselves sing, their song develops in a highly abnorm"al way.
If, however, deafening is performed after they have gone
through the song-development phase and are singing the
species-specific song, it has no effect whatsoever on the song.
In brief, these birds, guided by auditory feedback, appear
to learn to match an auditory template they have acquired
early in life by hearing their parents. Once the acquired
auditory template is transferred to a motor mechanism
through the self-learning process, the latter is independent
of auditory feedback.
A third, intermediate type of song development appears
to occur in other passerines- the song sparrow, for example.
Although the young never need to hear other members of
their species, they must be able to hear themselves to attain
a normal, species-specific song. This suggests that, although
genetic information is capable of specifying the development of an auditory song expectation or template, the
motor mechanism for the correct song can be arrived at only
through a trial-and-error, self-learning process that requires
auditory feedback.
There is suggestive evidence that the young, of those
birds that must learn their song from adults, selectively and
without any pre-training pick up the songs of their own
species from a range of other songs they may hear. This
indicates that they must have available genetic information
leading to the development of mechanisms that insure a
selective storage of the correct song. In a way, then, these
birds are genetically programed as to what they will learn
(Thorpe, 1961).
Bird vocalizations can be obtained by electrical stimulation of widely distributed telencephalic and hypothalamic
sites, and also from or near auditory nuclei of the mesencephalon and the thalamus (Brown, 1969; Delius, 1970).
Does this proximity of sensory and motor systems reflect
the necessity of transferring a sensory template to a motor
mechanism during development? The possibility that the
co-extension is related to an auditory monitoring of motor
output seems unlikely, because, once it has been established,
species-specific song is accurately maintained for indefinite
periods by deafened birds. It might be interesting to examine
these auditory structures for changes in detailed histology,
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unit physiology, and biochemistry, concurrent with the
template acquisitions and transfers discussed above.
When I say that genetic information is capable of'
specifying a motor mechanism or a sensory template-or,
rather, the neural network that represents them-I do not
mean to imply that they do not themselves have a developmental history. Clearly they must, and further study of their
ontogeny might well bring out unexpected interactions
between genes and environment, possibly to the extent that,
under certain environmental conditions, the genes are
actua lly incapable of specifying the relevant mechanisms
and learning processes may be required for implementing
them .
Even under conditions in which genes do specify the
development of such template mechanisms, learning is not
necessarily excluded. One can imagine that, as a logical
extension of the song self-learning just mentioned, a neural
network could come to match a performance required by
another through a trial-and-error process that reinforces
successful matchings. In terms of conventional learning
theory, such intraneural learning requires only postulating
that reinforcement can take place as a consequence of neural
activity patterns in the absence of overt behavior- a conception that seems reasonably realistic when one considers
the development of human thinking (Williams, this volume).
Is it possible to assess the contribution of inheritance and
environment on a sin gle scale in spite of the variety of interactions that operate in behavior development? T his question is like asking to what extent salt is the result of either the
sodium or the chloride that constitutes it. Lorenz has
attempted a solution by focusing on the adaptiveness of
behavior, rather than on behavior itself, and on the sources
of information that determine it, rather than on the molecular processes of behavioral ontogeny (Lorenz, 1965).
An individual's behavior must be precisely adjusted to
deal with environmental conditions if it is to survive and
reproduce. Only two sources of information are accessible
to the individual to enable him to match his behavior in this
way; one is that which he inherits with his genetic makeup;
the other is that which he acquires through learning and
related processes in the course of life. If we deny the animal
access to the latter source by isolating him from aspects of
the environment relevant to the development of a specific
adaptive behavior- the so-called Cas per Hauser experiment-and his behavior continues to be adapted to the
normal environment, we can conclude that the relevant
information must have come through his genes. There, in
the genetic material, the information has, of course, accumulated during phylogeny through the evolutionary process.
Incidentally, it has been pointed out that evolution closely
parallels trial-and-error learning at the species level, muta-

tions representing trials, and survival and reproduction
being analogous to reinforcements (Pringle, 1951) .
An example clarifies this argument. Newly hatched,
inexperienced chicks prefer to peck at three-dimensional
objects rather than at two-dimensional figures . The main
cue they use to make this important discrimination is
shadowing. In the chick's normal environment, objects are
shadowed below because the sun shines from above. If one
presents naive chicks with photographs of a three-dimensional object, they prefer one with a shadow beneath it
rather than one that has been inverted 180 degrees so that
the shadow falls above the object. C hicks raised in an
environment in which the light comes from below, rather
than from above, persist in showing the same preference. It
follows that they have inherited information which indicates that shadowing below rather than above is a cue for
three-dimensionality, because, even when given environmental information to the contrary, they continue to
operate on the normally adaptive hypothesis (Dawkins,
1968). This does not imply that the development of the
chick's pecking behavior is independent of environmental
factors; for example, chicks reared in the dark tend to
refuse to peck and show signs of disturbed visual perception
(Kovach, 1969). Only a specific adaptiveness- an abstract
property of the behavior- is inherited, not the behavior itself.
In many cases, the adaptivity of behavior is due to information from both sources, and in view of the as-yetunavoidably conversational, rather than strictly theoretical,
use of the term information, it is difiicult to assess quantitatively the contributions of each source. Similarly, the concept of adaptiveness, although biologically well founded,
can be elusive in specif1c instances. I do not want to belabor
these operational difficulties, but it seems that Lorenz's ideas,
although suggesting a theoretical solution, are not yet helpful to a reductionist approach.

Learning
Once the growth phase of an organism has ended, the
morphological and physiological characteristics of most
organs remain reasonably stable. Not so in the case of the
nervous systems of many species. There, even though conventional anatomical and physiological techniques £1 il to
show obvious evidence of it, behavioral performance forcefully documents a continued and striking state of plasticity
throughout the individual's life span. The main expression
of this protracted plasticity is the capacity for learnin g, of
storing information about the environment, so that subsequent behavioral responses to the same environment are
endurin gly altered.
Learning can be viewed as the building up of a non iso-

morphic model of the spatiotemporal contingencies of
environmental events- more precisely, of the events about
which the central nervous system receives neural information. This includes events produced by the animal itself,
that is, its behavioral actions signaled either by the sensory
re-afferents or by the efferent commands that initiate them.
These latter signals, generated by the nervous system itself,
make the model an active, responding, operational one,
rather thanjust a passive, descriptive one.
The adaptive function of this model enables individuals
to predict events and generate actions vital for successful
survival and reproduction on the occurrence of neural
events. A bird's chance of surviving is greatly enhanced if it
is capable of inferring a striking predator and fleeing on
sighting a strolling cat. Events critical tor survival and
reproduction are those that have either positive or negative
reinforcing properties (Glickman and Schiff, 1967; Valenstein, this volume). The functional significance and, hence,
rewarding quality of such events will often be conditional
on the context within which they occur- that is, depend on
the motivational state of the animal. For example, food
in gestion is neither adaptive nor rewarding to a satiated
animal.
The categorization of events as being aids to survival or
reproduction may have taken place either during phylogeny, in which case they are innately primarily rewarding,
or during ontogeny, through consistent contingency with
primary reinforcers. Such dichotomous classifICation may,
in many cases, be misleading because both processes contribute through complex interactions.
In recent years, a wider range of events than has previously been acknowledged has been shown to have reinforcing properties. For example, chaffinches will learn to
seek a particular perch if it activates the replay of a taperecorded chaffinch song, but not if it produces a burst of
white noise (Stevenson, 1967). Fighting f1sh will swim
through a loop more often if it leads to seeing another
fighting fish (Thompson, 1963). Both events are critical,
because they herald sexual competitors that must be sought
out and warded off if reproduction is to be successful.
This is not to say that learning can be expected to occur
only in conjunction with reinforcement. T here is no doubt
that mice bearing a genotype that makes them capable of
remembering the whereabouts of food they found when
they were sated, or a burrow they discovered when they
were exploring, will be at an advantage, evolutionarily
speaking, when they are hungry or are chased by a cat. Such
latent learning can be demonstrated in rats which learn to
run a maze for food faster if they explored it previously
without reward than if they had not (Kimble, 1961).
Why is it (disregarding hairsplitting arguments) that the
ontogeny of some behaviors is controlled predominantly by
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genetic information, while other behavibrs are shaped
mainly by learning? This diversity must have arisen during
phylogeny. Behavior may be innate because there is a survival premium on having a response available without a
preceding, time-consuming conditioning process. This is
exemplified by such predator-avoidance behavior of young
animals as the camouflage-enhancing, frozen crouch ofjusthatched herring-gull chicks when they hear the parental,
predator-released, alarm call (Goethe, 1955). Acquisition
of this response through learning would clearly be inefficient, because chicks need be discovered only once by
predators to be beyond any chance of further learning.
Behavior patterns dealing with environmental situations
that have remained stable throughout the phylogeny of a
species are likely candidates for enhanced genetic control.
The innate breathing behavior of most animals is an example (Spurway and Haldane, 1941). Responses that cope
with situations too variable to permit evolutionary adaptation must necessarily arise under environmental control
during the lifetime of the individual. An example is the
sophisticated mnemotactical, spatial orientation behavior
shown by digger wasps with respect to the surroundings of
their nests (Tinbergen and Kruyt, 1939; lersel and van den
Assem, 1964), or, for that matter, the behavior of a rat in a
laboratory maze.
Apart from these factors, system-inherent constraints may
also play a role in determining whether the development of
a given behavioral performance is mainly gene or environment controlled. For example, the chromosomal space
required to encode ontogenetic specifications for a complex
behavior pattern or, rather, for the mechanisms capable of
generating it, may be prohibitive and must therefore be
implemented by learning. This possibly applies to the hunting and feeding skills of animals, of which the oystercatcher
is an example. The young birds take months to master the
skills of either stabbing or chiseling the adductor muscle of
mussels and the art of detecting annelid worms inches
below the sand by probing with their bills. This learning
pattern persists despite a high juvenile mortality rate that
indicates a strong selective pressure for a more innate feeding
behavior (N orton-Griftlths, 1969).
Compensatory behavioral adaptations soften the hardship of having to learn behavioral skills with which one is
not born. Protracted parental care is one such compensation,
and it can include behavior analogous to teaching. Cats,
even primiparous ones, bring still-living prey to their
kittens and, making sure that it does not escape, let the
young play with it, thereby providing hunting practice
(Ewer, 1969). The experimentally demonstrated inclination
of kittens to imitate their mothers, but not other cats, may
further facilitate the learning process (Chesler, 1969) .
Innate propensities, although not completely specifying
adequate behavior, may facilitate the acquisition oflearning.
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The preference, mentioned earlier, of naive chicks to peck at
three-dimensional objects rather than two-dimensional
specks certainly accelerates the development of adequate
feeding behavior. So does fast conditioning in this context:
usually chicks require only a single trial to learn the association between the color of a seed and its bad taste (Lee-Teng
and Sherman, 1966).
The preceding comments reflect the ethologist's conviction that species-specific learning abilities are as much determined by selection pressures acting during phylogeny as
are innate behavior patterns (Thorpe, 1963). The restricted
capacity of rats for associating certain stimulus qualities
with certain punishments is relevant. They learn to avoid
food pellets of a certain size when their consumption is followed by electric shock, but they do not learn to avoid
pellets of a particular taste when their ingestion is followed
by a shock. On the other hand, they cannnot be taught to
avoid X-ray illness by selecting a certain pellet size, although
that is relatively easy to do if pellet taste is the cue (Garcia
et aI., 1968). In the rat's normal environment it is indeed
unlikely that food-morsel size is a useful predictor of gastric
upsets or whatever natural condition comes closest to radiation illness, whereas taste probably is. Conversely, taste is
not likely to be serviceable for anticipating exteroreceptive
pain, but food shape (as in the case of thorny berries) possibly could be.
The adaptedness oflearning abilities also explains the lack
of correlation between the phylogenetic status of a species
and its learning capacities as measured by some contrived
tests (Warren, 1965). Such attempts must necessarily fail on
two counts. Learning abilities are determined not by phylogenetic status but by the requirements of the mode oflife of
each species, limited by whatever system-inherent constraints prevent the evolution of optimally adjusted learning abilities. Bees are capable of amazing learning feats ,
adjusted to their social way of li fe (von Frisch, 1967). O ctopuses compare with cats on learning performance'S, a
convergence possibly arising from their predatory habits
(Young, 1964). Owing to the need for standardization, the
measuring tests, ingenious as they may be, cannot pay full
attention to the learning specializations of different species.
Rats do poorly in learning-set tasks requiring visual discriminations (Hodos, this volume). But is it safe to extrapolate a similar deficiency if olfactory cues were used?
While I do not depreciate the results of comparative
studies of learning, the implication is that it may be more
profitable to relate species-specific learning characteristics
to ecological needs- that is, to start with observations of
animals in their natural settings. The conclusion that pleasurable field studies (in exotic places, of course) hold the key
to the solution of a behavioral problem is a timely note on
which to close an ethological review.
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